Space Deterrence Workshop
The Space Policy Institute, 19th - 20th March 2009

AGENDA

Day 1

0900  Opening welcome by sponsors (NPS, SPI, SWF, NSSC)

0930  Deterrence: Definitions and Complexity
       (Bob Butterworth, Aries Analytics)

0950  Panel Reactions & Discussion

1045  Break

1115  The Threat to Space Assets: Opponent Options and Resultant Consequences
       (John Sheldon, National Space Studies Center)

1135  Panel Reactions & Discussion

1230  Lunch

1400  Space Deterrence from the Chinese Perspective
       (Dean Cheng, Center for Naval Analysis)

1420  Panel Reactions & Discussion

1515  Break

1545  Cyber Deterrence
       (Martin Libicki, RAND)

1605  Panel & Discussion

1700  Close
Day 2

0830  Coffee

0900  Summary of Day 1

0915  Recasting the US Vision for Space
       (Clay Moltz, Naval Postgraduate School)

0935  Panel Reactions & Discussion

1000  A Concept of Denial Deterrence for Space Assets
       (Brian Weeden, Secure World Foundation)

1030  Panel Reactions & Discussion

1100  Break

1130  Policy Aspects of Space Deterrence
       (Karl Mueller, RAND)

1155  Panel Reactions and Discussion

1230  Close